**RF Headphones**

**ATHM2X**

Semi-open wireless headphone and game consoles. The K206 AFC is compatible with TVs, computers, and game consoles. Batteries deliver up to 15 hours of use — simply place the headphones on the transmitter cradle. With automatic gain control, walls and ceilings up to 330 feet away. Rechargeable batteries.

**K206 AFC**

**Wireless RF Headphones**

Lively, accurate sound in a comfortable headphone. Uses RF signals which penetrates walls and ceilings up to 330 feet away. Rechargeable batteries deliver up to 15 hours of use - simply place the headphones on the transmitter cradle unit to recharge. With automatic gain control, the K206 AFC is compatible with TVs, computers, and game consoles.

**ATH-M3X**

Closed Back Stereophones. Features a closed back design for powerful low end response. Provides privacy and prevents unwanted sounds from interfering. High performance drivers and a low-mass diaphragm allow for accurate audio sound sources. Features: 20-21,000Hz frequency response, 4-16 ohm impedance and mini plug with 1/4” adapter. LIST

**ATH-P5**

Lightweight Open-Back Dynamic Stereo Headphones, Cushioned earpads, adjustable headband, neodymium magnets, 3.3' cable with stereo mini-plug, 1/4” adapter included, 40mm driver, 20-20K Hz response, 40 ohms, 100mW, 2.5 oz.

**BeyerDynamic DT100/200 Series Communication Headsets**

The industry standard of industrial headsets offering maximum comfort and acoustic isolation, available in single or dual muff and with or without boom microphones. Ideal for intercom and monitoring situations. Microphones are unbalanced 200-ohms and headphones are available in a variety of impedances. Cables are unterminated unless otherwise indicated. All have single-sided detachable cables. The DT108/109/150 have modular construction offering easy field repair.

**Equation Audio Eartools RP-10, RP-20, XB-1**

Professional headphones with full circum-aural cups and efficient 32 ohm transducers, with extended, but not exaggerated, frequency response. They are durable and comfortable and designed for extended use without ear fatigue. The RP-20 has a flat frequency response for professional reference monitoring in mixing, recording, and evaluation applications. Two year limited warranty.

**Koss A/130**

Enclosed stereo headphone. Frequency response of 16-23,000Hz, 60-ohm impedance, 8-ft. cord with 1/4” plug. Detachable head-band for easy travel and storage.

**Koss’ Professional Headphones**

From the time tested classic Pro-4AA to the new Pro-4AAT & Pro-3AAT Titanium versions, Koss has great sounding studio quality headphones. These closed ear headphones quality fatigue-free sound and feel, with excellent durability.

**Koss’ R/80**

Enclosed stereo headphones, 60 ohm impedance with 8 ft cable, with a combination of 1/4” and mini plug connectors.

---

**CONFIDENTIAL**

The prices in this catalog are only for:

- Contractors
- AV Dealers
- Retailers
- System Integrators
- Security Installers

---

**FDW FULL DISCOUNT WHOLESALE**

**FREE DELIVERY**

8AM-8PM M-F CST | 10AM-4PM SAT CST
CLOSED BACK/ISOLATING HEADPHONES

Koss' TD/80 Industrial
A Koss headphone for studios, schools and other industrial uses. Has a heavy-duty 10 foot cord, is 60 ohms and has a response of 20Hz to 17kHz.

Koss' UR/29
Collapsible Headphones
Enclosed with anisotropic magnet, 18-20kHz response, 100 ohms, single entry 8 foot cord, collapsible for portable use.

Koss' UR15C
Home Stereo Headphones
Closed leatherette earphones with dynamic element, 25-15kHz response, includes 1/8" and 1/4" plugs.

OPEN-AIRE HEADPHONES

Koss' PXC250
Noise Cancelling Headphones
Designed to electronically cancel and reduce outside sounds by up to 10dB in noisy environments, these headphones... CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

SENSHEIERS' DISCOVERY

TELEX ODYSSEY 610 SERIES

TELEX EDUCATIONAL COMPUTERT HEADPHONES

Educational computer headphones known for their dependability, quality construction, and value. Ideal for K-12 music labs and listening centers. Can be used with any type of computer in addition to tape players, CD/DVD players, and TVs. They feature a steel-reinforced headband, easy to clean cushions, and high-quality voice & music reproduction. LIST

CALL FOR PRICE
### IN-EAR MONITORS

#### Hearbuds
By creating acoustic chambers at the ear, hearbuds not only dramatically improve the sound of standard in-ear headsets and earpieces, their molded, 100% silicon design also significantly reduces unwanted background noise levels — enabling you to enjoy the same sound quality at lower volumes. And, because they’re audiologically designed, they’re comfortable to wear and won’t fall out of your ears either!

**LIST**
- HBUD1...Hearbuds...14.99
- HBUD-PHN1...Hearbuds with Headset...39.95

#### Koss “The Plug”
The Plug — micro in ear channel headsets, with quality sound.
Frequency response: 10-20,000Hz. Unique earbud design directs sound into the ear canal for deep bass and extended frequency performance. Specialty earbud material forms slowly in the ear canal to provide a custom fit and maximum isolation. Straight, dual-entry, 4-foot cord and a 3.5mm plug. Impedance: 16 ohms. Weight: 0.25 oz. Sensitivity: 112 dB SPL/1mW

**CALL FOR PRICE**

#### Sennheiser MX500 In-Ear Headphones
Lightweight in-ear system headphones for listening on the move. Superior quality for your MP3 player, portable CD player or any other mobile audio source. Comes with volume control built into the cable and a convenient wind-up case.

**LIST**
- MX300...Optimized for bass, 32 ohms...9.95
- MX400...Black & silver, 32 ohms...14.95
- MX450...With “basswind” system, 16 ohms...17.95
- MX500...Blue w/volume control, 32 ohms...19.95
- MX600...With “basswind” system and volume control, 16 ohms...CALL

#### Telex Earset® Components
To provide optimum versatility, the Announcer’s Earset is made up of interchangeable parts which simply snap together. Depending on the component pieces selected, users can construct a version of the Announcer’s Earset that best suits their particular needs.

- **Eartips/Earcones/Earloops/Eartubes**
  - ET1...(35608-000) soft silicone tip...9.00
  - BT1...(70594-000) bag of 25 earpics for use w-ET1...44.00
  - BT2...(35629-012) bag of 5 small earcones for use with ET-4 or ET-5...21.00
  - BT3...(35629-013) bag of 5 medium earcones for use with ET-4 or ET-5...21.00
  - BT4...(35629-014) bag of large earcones for use with ET-4 or ET-5...21.00
  - AE2...(09250-000) plastic covered metal earloop fits eartip and all Telethin receivers...8.00
  - AE3...(18304-000) Nylon earloop fits eartip and all Telethin receivers...8.00
  - AE3...(18304-004) Nylon earloop fits eartip and all Telethin receivers...8.00
  - ET2...(70491-000) Coiled acoustic eartube with cloth tip...26.00
  - ET4...(70481-000) Coiled acoustic eartube for earcones...26.00
  - ET3...(70491-000) straight acoustic eartube with cloth tip...26.00

**CALL FOR PRICE**

- **Earmolds**
  - EML1...(35401-014) large, right ear...23.00
  - EML2...(35401-009) large, left ear...23.00
  - EMM1...(35401-12) medium, right ear...23.00
  - EMM2...(35401-17) medium, left ear...23.00
  - EMS1...(35401-010) small, right ear...23.00
  - EMS2...(35401-015) small, left ear...23.00

**CALL FOR PRICE**

- **Telethin® Receivers**
  - RTR04...(60012-000) 15 ohms...21.00
  - RTV04...(60012-003) 125 ohms...21.00
  - RTW04...(60012-005) 500 ohms...21.00
  - RTW04-V...(600150-039) 500 ohms with built-in volume control...60.00

**CALL FOR PRICE**

#### Cords
Cords without volume controls. High-flex tinsel cords 5’ (1.52m) long, neutral grey, single tarpur-proof jacket

- CMT2...(60013-000) Standard ears system cord 1/4” (6.35mm) phone plug...26.00
- CMT2...(60013-013) standard cord with miniature right angle, 140° (3.5mm)...26.00
- CMT3...(60013-019) standard cord with miniature straight 140° (3.5mm) phone plug...26.00
- CMT4...(60013-073) straight cord with miniature straight 0.972 (4.6mm) phone plug...26.00

- CMT95...(60013-073) straight cord with miniature straight...26.00

- CMT95...(60013-073) straight cord...26.00

**CALL FOR PRICE**

- VXT3...(19616-001) 500 ohms...58.00
- VY3...(19616-000) 2000 ohms...58.00
- CXX2...(19652-004) with right angle mini connectors...26.00

**CALL FOR PRICE**

---

**DON’T FORGET!**

You must fill out the DEALER APPLICATIONS on pages 3 & 4 or online to purchase from this catalog.